Abstract-The design and organization of complex robotic systems traditionally requires laborious trial-and-error processes to ensure both hardware and software components are correctly connected with the resources necessary for computation. This paper presents a novel generalization of the quadratic assignment and routing problem, introducing formalisms for selecting components and interconnections to synthesize a complete system capable of providing some user-defined functionality. By introducing mission context, functional requirements, and modularity directly into the assignment problem, we derive a solution where components are automatically selected and then organized into an optimal hardware and software interconnection structure, all while respecting restrictions on component viability and required functionality. The ability to generate complete functional systems directly from individual components reduces manual design effort by allowing for a guided exploration of the design space. Additionally, our formulation increases resiliency by quantifying resource margins and enabling adaptation of system structure in response to changing environments, hardware or software failure. The proposed formulation is cast as an integer linear program which is provably N P-hard. Two case studies are developed and analyzed to highlight the expressiveness and complexity of problems that can be addressed by this approach: the first explores the iterative development of a ground-based search-andrescue robot in a variety of mission contexts, while the second explores the large-scale, complex design of a humanoid disaster robot for the DARPA Robotics Challenge. Numerical simulations quantify real world performance and demonstrate tractable time complexity for the scale of problems encountered in many modern robotic systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
W ITH the popularity of modular robotic software infrastructures such as the Robot Operating System (ROS), the Robot Construction Kit (ROCK), Yet Another Robot Platform (YARP), etc., building novel robotic systems can involve not only developing new hardware and software to generate desired functionality, but also effectively re-using third party development. The availability of multiple components capable of solving a particular technical challenge requires a developer to understand not only what a component nominally provides, but also the context in which a component can correctly operate, and which resources are required for operation. As the demand for increasingly complex robotic systems grows, the knowledge of prospective developers must grow exponentially due to the potential interconnections between components and the large range of concerns to track through development. The ecosystem of available software packages eliminates the need for researchers to implement all functionality de novo; instead, knowledge of common taxonomies for a given problem, available solutions, and software/hardware requirements helps in solving complex design problems. While reusability reduces development effort, it also introduces a logistical and domain knowledge problem, which can particularly challenge newer researchers discovering an unfamiliar body of knowledge. For instance, in the DARPA Robotics Challenge, teams had the option to use open-source software packages to address topics such as hardware interfacing, walking, localization, obstacle detection, footstep planning, manipulation planning, behavior planning, and user interfaces [1] - [5] . No team deployed a robot using only freely available packages, with many teams instead mixing pre-existing packages with novel research efforts to address competition challenges. A hypothetical team of newcomers attempting to participate would have to survey all necessary problem areas in order to consider available packages, determine their functionality, understand the underlying assumptions, estimate the resources required, and map out how they may integrate with the rest of a possible design, all before deciding whether to use off-the-shelf packages or attempt novel development. Such an analysis would provide information about potential components, but it would not solve the actual challenges in selecting or integrating components into a complete system. The complexity of the space of system designs means these surveys generally focus on qualitative analysis (e.g. whether a component appears to work in a particular context) or empirical evaluation in a largely complete design (e.g. testing if a component works "well enough" within a system). In developing novel systems, this may lead to expending available resources primarily on local improvements or research goals, minimizing the exploration of the design space, let alone rigorously defining the design space to provide a complete definition of optimality.
Selecting components to provide some high-level functionality covers only one aspect of producing a functional system. Indeed, in producing a complete system a designer must often consider the following issues: (1) components must function correctly in the environment in which a robot operates; (2) hardware must be selected to provide sensing, actuation, and computational resources; (3) software must be assigned the necessary resources; and (4) data must be routed through communication networks without exceeding bandwidth limits. Currently, these tasks are performed largely through manual effort, making complex system design a slow, brittle process. For example, works describing the robots developed in the DARPA Robotics Challenge often include descriptions of the reasoning and testing involved in these manual designs [6] , [7] , produced over years of effort by large teams. The complex
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and time-consuming nature of this process typically results in relatively little exploration of the design space, yielding decisions based on expert knowledge and trial-and-error, as opposed to mathematically grounded optimization.
This work introduces a method for automatically constructing optimal robotic hardware and software systems from a set of available components, based on a generalization of the quadratic assignment and routing problem. Our formulation provides a unified framework for enabling a wide array of capabilities in the design, development, and operation of robot systems. For design-time operation, our formulation automates the process of selecting components to build a complete system with some user-defined functionality, as well as generating the structure that relates all elements (e.g., connecting hardware, assigning tasks, and routing communications). By automating this stage, designs can be made more quickly and with more confidence in the validity of a given solution, since the entire problem is solved simultaneously. This also enables more robust consideration of system resiliency in design, since the impact of small changes in component parameterization (e.g., how much computing resources a particular task needs, the size of a particular message, the cost of using a particular sensor, etc.) can immediately be propagated to the global system design. Furthermore, by fully automating the entire process, system resiliency can be extended by solving the design problem in an online setting, through the same process of generating optimal solutions in response to local changes. As examples, changes in the environmental context (e.g., transitioning from indoor to outdoor operation) can require different capabilities (e.g., using GPS for localization), changes in software performance (e.g., a task consuming more resources than anticipated) and changes in hardware components (e.g., computer failure) can require a reallocation of software tasks through the system. The ability to automatically synthesize a novel system capturing these requirements will allow for complex robotic systems that are more efficient and resilient by design.
The main contributions leading to the described formulation are as follows: 1) A formal abstraction defining hardware and software groups providing functional capability, which addresses variability in functional decomposition present in stateof-the-art robotic research. It also enables reasoning about a consistent scale of functional definitions, regardless of implementation details. 2) A representation of environmental and contextual requirements for components, yielding systemic and functional requirements that remain constant irrespective of operational context. Contextual requirements for tasks ensure that system synthesis respects the underlying assumptions present in engineered subsystems. 3) A novel set of optimization constraints that capture the structure of both hardware and software composing a robotic system. These constraints unify the synthesis of system structure with assignment and routing, resulting in a tool for understanding how changes at any scale impact an overall system. This can serve to operate as a design-time tool for developing novel robots, as a runtime tool for reconfiguring a system in response to a change in environment, or as a failure response to rebuild a system in case of component failures. Two case studies demonstrate the generality and applicability of this approach to a wide range of problems, including heavily-engineered robots. The first case study involves the synthesis of a large number of robotic variants for a searchand-rescue robot operating in a variety of mission contexts, demonstrating the capability of our approach to automate significant portions of an iterative design process. The second case study demonstrates the performance of the proposed approach in synthesizing state-of-the-art robots through the design of ESCHER, a humanoid robot that was manually designed for the DARPA Robotics Challenge. The synthesized variant can be benchmarked both from the time required to produce a complete solution, as well as by comparing the resulting design against the manually developed one deployed for the competition. These case studies demonstrate several useful features inherent in our approach, such as automatic dependency resolution, adaptation in response to dynamic mission contexts, and encoding complex realities in mission requirements.
II. RELATED WORK
System synthesis is a unified problem capable of addressing several related but traditionally disparate sub-problems. At the application level, the management and assignment of software processes within a robotic system is required, which can be considered a systems engineering problem. At the same time, the assignment of software to hardware and the routing of communication can be formalized as an assignment problem. This provides a method for automatically determining good mappings between a set of tasks and workers, with many useful extensions and generalizations for capturing important details about tasks, workers, and assignments. At a larger scale, the process of assigning jobs to workers can be applied to multi-robot problems, which requires the consideration of dynamic environments, complex interactions between tasks and workers, and constraints due to the physical embedding of task assignments in a team of robots. There exists some work in defining and automating aspects of robot design as well, which are useful in demonstrating the complexity of defining design problems to be amenable to automated approaches.
A. Software Infrastructures and Reconfiguration
Many robotic middleware frameworks include tools to address the run-time aspects inherent in deploying robotic systems. The Robot Operating System [5] provides tools for specifying system configuration, including the assignment of tasks to multiple computers. This approach involves the operational aspects of managing a complex multi-process software system, easing lifecycle management for systems distributed across a computer network. However, this does not provide mechanisms for validating the resulting software organization, leaving the process of assignment and validation to human operators. Message routing remains unstated, due to the middleware automatically selecting routes based on the network topology. Any non-computer hardware devices are also unspecified, since these do not directly impact the startup and teardown procedures. Our proposed formulation instead builds a more general problem, in which system structure is synthesized in parallel with the resource assignment represented in these middleware tools.
Model-based representations such as the one implemented in the Robot Construction Kit [8] can specify the requirements and capabilities of system components, enabling validation of a set of tasks representing a consistent system. Modularizing the system specification introduces encapsulation and information hiding, commonly exploited for re-use and object oriented systems. The models also enforce system requirements as additional components are introduced during system execution. These features ease the incremental composition of the software system; however the selection of modules and ensuring the necessary resources are available for operation remain in the realm of human experts.
The most comprehensive treatment of resource allocation and system validation exists in YARP [9] . YARP includes device descriptions for ensuring access to specific components such as sensors or specialized computing elements. Tasks can specify resource needs for operating on individual computers, and includes the ability to load balance between computers. The ability to dynamically assign tasks to computers increases flexibility in development and maintenance of a robot as hardware and software evolves. However, load balancing is performed through a round robin assignment process for tasks without specific hardware access requirements, without considering limits on computational resources or bandwidth. No guarantee is placed upon the ability to execute, let alone execute in an optimal fashion; instead, the assumption that computational hardware significantly exceeds requirements serves to allow this approach to function.
A few proposed software infrastructures have focused on supporting online reconfiguration, which must reason about complete systems. Port-based automatons [10] - [12] provide a framework for reconfiguring software systems for FPGAbased systems in response to online performance metrics. This approach can add, remove, or replace software components while respecting computational limitations, since software can be directly mapped to hardware, but sacrifices more complex constraints such as bandwidth limits or parallel software pipelines (e.g. multiple components using the same data to perform different operations). Other work provides frameworks for expressing higher level models of software components, allowing solutions to be reconfigured or replaced while maintaining synchronization between tasks [13] . These works do not provide for components that represent different decompositions of a set of functional capabilities to be used interchangeably, as we achieve in this work.
B. Assignment Problems
The theory of combinatorics for task assignment problems has been extensively researched due to applicability in a wide array of domains [14] . Many extensions and variations of the assignment problem exist to capture details of particular applications, starting with the quadratic assignment problem, which introduces flow between assigned tasks [15] . The generalized assignment problem covers assigning multiple tasks to individual agents with budget constraints, allowing varying costs for a given task between different agents [16] . The vector packing problem (or multi-resource extension) represents resources as vectors containing distinct types, capable of representing resource requirements for tasks on complex computers [17] . Routing data through a computer network introduces a second family of problems known as multi-commodity flow problems [18] , embedding additional complexity into the overall problem. Most robotic software infrastructures encode transferring data between tasks as an unsplittable flow problem, an assumption which is preserved in our approach. These qualities can be combined into a single problem, resulting in a multi-resource quadratic assignment and routing problem (MRQARP), which captures the case where software and hardware graphs must be specified as inputs [19] . MRQARP aims to find the optimal mapping from a given software graph to a hardware graph of computational elements, with the structure of these graphs defined as inputs. Since graph structure is not included in the problem formulation, functional components are not explicitly defined, and the optimization cannot reason over alternatives for a particular element.
C. Multi-Robot Task Assignment
Task allocation also represents a fundamental building block for collaborative multi-robot systems. In order to achieve highlevel autonomous goals and cope with dynamic environments, task allocation models and optimization methods are required that are efficient, scalable, and expressive. Otherwise, allocation plans for multi-robot teams may be intractable or lack sufficient mission complexity. Over the years, a great amount of research has been carried out in the task allocation area within the robotics community. Relevant examples include the sequential auction methods [20] - [23] , each solving a variation of the linear assignment problem with provable suboptimality, market-based works [24] - [26] which achieve near-optimal guarantees, combinatoric-based optimization [27] , and [28] , which provides an early example of abstract task independence through boolean-type relations. System synthesis has been demonstrated in multi-robot scenarios [Ziglar2017MRS] with the presented approach, quantifying the impact of different modularization schemes in component inputs, while this work provides the full formulation and analysis of the general problem. It is also important to point out taxonomies that have been performed in task allocation, such as [29] and more recently [30] , which provide a far deeper literature survey. The formulation we present in this work can be exploited for multirobot system synthesis with a greater level of abstraction than is seen in existing multi-robot assignment methods.
D. Automated Robot Design
Several approaches exist to rigorously define robotic design problems such that they can be automatically solved to produce functional, complete, and viable systems. Defining system design as a co-design problem, focusing on selecting components to fulfill subsystem roles to produce optimal designs in the presence of relationships between subsystems provides one such rigorous approach [31] . Co-design allows for reasoning over the complex interactions in the discrete decisions present in developing complex systems based on libraries of components, and provides an efficient approach for solving these problems. This approach defines the relationship between subsystems as part of the input for the design problem, requiring manual definition of these relationships which can become cumbersome when combinatoric relationships exist (e.g. routing data between computers). Similarly, tools exist which define the kinematic design of robots in general fashions. Most similar to this work, [32] defines the kinematic design as a set of discrete choices to define a robot, representing the selection and interconnection of various components. This approach provides for structure to be understood as a combination of these discrete decisions and a set of rules mapping to the real world (in this case, the laws of motion), providing a framework which can reason about system structure. However, this approach limits the decision space to the kinematic configuration, and does not provide a fully automated method for generating robots. Another approach is to start with an initial kinematic design, and define an optimization problem in terms of the same laws of motion in optimizing the design [33] . Starting with an initial design enables defining the design space as an implicit function, enabling the optimization of both discrete and continuous parameters of the kinematic design based on desired functionality. The solution we derive in this work provides greater flexibility in defining elements in terms of potential interactions and limitations, then generates a greater combinatoric expansion of possible designs when selecting an optimal design, including the synthesis of novel structure for organizing components.
III. THE SYSTEM SYNTHESIS, TASK ASSIGNMENT, AND ROUTING PROBLEM System synthesis is the problem of building a system capable of executing a set of computational tasks with a userdefined set of functionality. This problem is logically broken down into three levels of abstraction: (1) task assignment and routing; (2) structure synthesis; and (3) context-aware functional modularity. Task assignment and routing addresses selecting devices to execute tasks and enabling communication between tasks by passing data through the network of devices. This process is demonstrated by the colorization of elements in Figure 1 , with the colors indicating which hardware elements support each software element. Structure synthesis includes the selection and interconnection of hardware and software elements as part of the overarching problem. This step only considers synthesis from some set of available options, and does not generate novel elements to introduce into the design; unused elements are left out, as illustrated by elements in the dark grey box in Figure 1 . Finally, context-aware functional modularity introduces a higher level abstraction for describing functionality provided by elements, as well as the required context for operation. 
A. Task Assignment And Routing
In order to rigorously describe a complex robotic system, we begin by defining a few basic concepts. A multiset is a collection of I objects Ψ = {ψ i | i = 1, . . . , I}, in which a given object may occur more than once in the collection.
The indicator function 1 ψi (Ψ) : Ψ → [1, ∞) defines the number of times an object ψ i occurs in Ψ. A set is the special case of a multiset in which every object occurs only once,
is defined by a set of vertices V = {v i | i = 1, . . . , I}, and a multiset of edges E = {e i = {v i , v j } | v i , v j ∈ V } which connect pairs of vertices. The vertices participating in edge e i are indexed in the form e i,n | n = 1, 2, also known as a loop if e i,1 = e i,2 . Restrictions on the set of edges E define several important classes of graphs which will be used throughout this paper: a simple graph possesses a set of edges E in which no edge is a loop; a multigraph possesses a multiset E with no loops; and a pseudograph possesses a multiset E possibly with loops. Additionally, if the order of vertices in edges is fixed, this defines a directed graph, otherwise a graph may be referred to as an undirected graph. Figure 2 provides examples of each graph type to demonstrate their fundamental differences. In this work, graph is used to describe the case in which no assumptions are made about the nature of the graph, with more specific terms used when additional constraints hold true. Furthermore, in order to disambiguate discussions between hardware and software graph elements, hardware vertices and edges are referred to as devices and connections, while software vertices and edges are referred to as tasks and links.
Hardware and software elements form the basis from which a system can be composed. Consider a system consisting of two graphs representing the hardware and software aspects of a system. The set Π = {π d | d = 1, . . . , D} defines the D devices in the hardware graph, which provide computational resources and connections to other devices. Each
Perception Computer
Operator Computer device π d can provide computational resources for executing tasks, although given the heterogeneous nature of devices, not every device may provide every resource. The entire system contains W possible resources, so for every device
defines the resources available on device π d . These resources represent computational resources such as available processing power, RAM, disk storage, or logical access to particular peripherals. The multiset of edges
. . , K; π u , π v ∈ Π} define the connections between devices which can support data transmission. Note that this allows multiple connections between devices, since devices can be connected to each other via differing physical transports (e.g. both USB and ethernet) or various forms of internal communication (e.g. shared memory or a loopback interface). Connections provide finite bandwidth for transmitting data, resulting in a set of bandwidth limits
The set of devices and connections define the hardware pseudograph H = (Π, Γ), which provides computational resources for executing tasks, and connectivity for transferring data. To visualize how these parameters relate to a hardware pseudograph, consider the simple example in Figure 3 , which demonstrates each of these parameters with a subset of Figure 1 . In parallel to the hardware pseudograph, the set T = {τ p | p = 1, . . . , P } defines the P tasks in the software graph, which perform the computational work. Tasks may consume computational resources, process and publish data, and interface with sensors and actuators, therefore a device is required to provide these resources for task execution. The resources required for a particular task may vary between devices, e.g. due to hardware specialization, where the resources consumed by a task τ p executing on device π d is denoted by the vector c
} models the links that transmit data necessary for operation, and the output of computation used by other tasks. Unlike the hardware pseudograph, the edge multiset Λ does not contain self-loops since tasks have internal access to generated data. This restriction yields a software multigraph defined as S = (T, Λ), an example of which is given in Figure 4 .
In order to define a complete computational system, there must also exist a mapping α S H : S → H, which defines how software executes on the specified hardware. A computational system is defined in this work as R = {H, S, α S H }, a set containing the hardware graph, software graph, and the assignment mapping. An assignment variable α . In addition to tasks consuming computational resources, transmitting data between tasks consumes bandwidth on hardware connections. The transfer of data between two connected tasks consumes bandwidth traversing a connection, with link λ l consuming c
worth of bandwidth over connection γ k . The amount of bandwidth consumed can vary due to the differences in connections (e.g., packetized network overhead, requirements on data representations, etc.), requiring the bandwidth utilization to take the connection γ k into account as well. A link λ l may be assigned to transmit over a connection γ k , denoted by the variable α λ l γ k ∈ {0, 1}, which consumes the specified amount of bandwidth c
ensures that the assignment of links to connections respects the bandwidth limits specified previously. Tasks may be assigned to devices not directly connected to one another, requiring data routing along multiple connections. Multi-hop paths require routing data along a connected path between the devices assigned to each task. Equation 1c ensures these properties for all routes with a flow constraint stating that for any device interacting with a link, it must have either an odd number of connections and assigned to the relevant device (e.g., a source or sink) or an even number of connections transmitting the data (e.g., uninvolved or flowing through). This logic is formulated on a per-link basis to ensure a linear constraint, and is visualized in Figure 5 , where γ k,· and λ l,· represent the indexed element (device or task) participating in the edge, and E(·) represents the edges adjacent to a given element. The constraints described to this point are analogous to those in the multi-resource quadratic routing and assignment problem [19] . However, we point out that we have reformulated the problem in a graph-theoretic manner to allow later for optimizing the hardware and software graph structures. Next, consider two functions (either linear or quadratic), f exec : (Π, T ) → R and f route : (Γ, Λ) → R defining the cost of each assignment, used to generate the cost function for considering a particular α S H . Writing this as a constrained minimization aims to find an optimal mapping for the given computational system, as seen in Equation 1.
B. Structure Synthesis
Previous works accept the hardware and software graphs, H and S, as the input to the optimization problem. A key contribution in this paper is to generalize the optimization problem (1) to instead accept as input the sets of available hardware Π and software T , enabling synthesis of hardware and software structures in finding an optimal computational system R. Additional constraints must be introduced to ensure the graph structure produces a system with two key properties: consistency and viability. Consistency requires that the assignment variables represent a physically realizable system -devices cannot connect to non-existent devices, tasks cannot send or receive data from inactive tasks, and so forth. Viability ensures that the synthesized graphs support the requirements of all constituent elements, while still respecting the assignment and routing constraints described in subsection III-A. For instance, any generated hardware pseudograph must provide the necessary resources to support execution of the software multigraph; devices must have sufficient resources to support task execution, and the connections between devices must provide enough bandwidth for transferring data between tasks. Viability addresses only local concerns in generating graphs (e.g. ensuring devices can connect to one another, tasks have required resources and data inputs, etc.), deferring the treatment of systemic functionality to later constraints. These consistency and viability concepts underlie the novel constraints which enable expanding task assignment and routing to include the synthesis of hardware and software graphs.
The first step in generating the hardware pseudograph requires generalizing to all possible configurations of devices and connections. The set of devices Π can be trivially reinterpreted as the set of devices under consideration for inclusion. In place of explicit device connections Γ as an input defined previously, each device instead defines a capacity for number of connections for each physical transport type. Considering all possible devices in a given system, there exists X distinct physical transport types, allowing the definition of a connection capacity vector
under consideration, the set of possible connections between devices in the pseudograph given a single physical transport can be defined as
denotes the edges in a complete graph with D vertices. This redefines the multiset of connections as the union of possible connections for each transport type, Γ = X x=1 Γ x . For convenience, γ x,k represents the k-th potential connection using the x-th transport type. With these definitions for vertices and edges, the hardware pseudograph now represents all possible graphs given the redefined vertices and edges, allowing assignment variables to select one specific instance. A device selection variable α π d ∈ {0, 1} represents the decision to include the d-th device in the final system. These variables form a unique basis in this formulation, in that a device has no external requirements for viability. Devices are assumed to not depend on other devices, and do not require connections to other devices in order to operate.
Remark. The resource provision/consumption constraints required to relax the above assumption are identical in form to those used to represent the provision/consumption of resources for software tasks. This relaxation is not included in this formulation in order to focus on hardware supporting software.
Selected devices still must provide the computational resources necessary for task execution as defined in Equation 1d, with constraint on local budgets being sufficient for ensuring global resource needs are met. The assignment variable α γ x,k ∈ {0, 1} selects a particular connection between two devices. Consistent connections respect the fact that a connection can only occur between two selected devices, producing Equation 2. Viable connections must not exceed the connection capacities defined for any device, resulting in Equation 3 .
Introducing flexibility in device connections separates two previously intertwined concepts: data connection, and logical device access. A task may operate as a device driver, which requires both access to a specific physical transport (e.g. CANbus), as well as logical access to a particular device (e.g. a particular motor controller) over that transport. Previously, a device driver task would consume resources combining both concepts, while the computing device connected to the relevant peripheral offering the matching resource. This allowed simplifying the problem to a tightly-coupled resource model, in which the resource budget only considers the device providing resources. While these resources are still considered as the set of W resources available in a given problem, we now consider the resources provided by a particular connection, represented as r γ x,k = r x,k,j | j = 1, . . . , J . This reformulates the resource budget constraints Equation 1d to introduce these link-level resources, as shown in Equation 4 .
The augmented resource budget provides viability during task assignment, ensuring the correct accounting for tasks interfacing to peripheral devices for operation. This formulation enables the generation of a hardware pseudograph as a necessary component for the software multigraph.
In the example in Figure 6 , the base computer interfacing with an IMU has been broken into two separate devices, the computer and the IMU, respectively. The original graph has been decomposed into individual elements with capacities defined for generating hardware pseudographs. Connecting to the IMU over RS-232 requires the IMU to exist in the final assignment as a logical consequence of this decomposition. Logical access to the IMU no longer exists as a computational resource for the base computer, instead being available as a resource for connecting to the IMU via RS-232.
Generalizing the software multigraph requires slightly different relaxations due to the atomic nature of task assignment. The set of assignment variables for an individual task can be interpreted as both assigning a task to some device and describing the set of possible tasks. Modifying Equation 1b accomplishes this by allowing a task to remain unassigned to any device, and thus unused, as seen in Equation 5 .
While previous requirements for task assignment still hold in task assignment for computational resources, new requirements exist for the links between tasks. Tasks define some number of outputs which produce data, and some number of inputs which accept data for processing. A task τ p ∈ T defines O τp available outputs in the set Ω τp = {ω 
Unlike device connections, there exists no fundamental limit on the number of links active to a given input, eliminating the need to use a budgetary constraint to limit the number of possible links. While connections between devices provide the capability for transferring data, links between tasks actualize the transfer. For each link, α λ l ∈ {0, 1} represents the decision to transfer data from one task's output to another task's input. All inputs for an active task must have at least one output linked to provide data, but unlike physical connections, no fundamental limit exists on the number of outputs linked to a single input. This allows aggregation of data for processing, leading to a satisfaction constraint in Equation 7 applying to each task input. The previously defined variable α λ l γ k maintains the original interpretation of assigning a link to a particular connection, with an additional constraint ensuring the assignment of links to active connections only in Equation 8 .
Beyond data typing, inputs and outputs in the software multigraph may provide different semantic meaning representing some underlying assumption of a task. For instance, an output transmitting a pose message may contain the estimated pose of a robot, the sensed location of an object of interest, or a commanded goal pose. These instances share a common data type, but represent different quantities in the software
Fig . 7 . Example task generalization. While all inputs and outputs share the same structure, semantic content differs them.
system. In order to ensure that the structure keeps semantic consistency, outputs define a vector of W ωo "resources" r ωo = r ωo,w | w = 1, . . . , W ωo ; r ωo,w ∈ [0, ∞) which represent the semantic content provided by this output. Similarly, inputs define a vector of W ξi requirements c ξi = c ξi,w | w = 1, . . . , W ξi ; c ξi,w ∈ [0, ∞) representing the required semantic content for a given input. In addition to active tasks requiring all inputs have at least one assigned link, the assigned links must satisfy the defined budget, as seen in Equation 9 . An example of the semantic budget/ consumption for links can be seen in Figure 7 , in which all two outputs and two inputs work with an identical LIDAR data structure, but semantically different meanings (e.g. raw or egofiltered data). These constraints also introduce inconsistencies in the routing constraints in Equation 1c -tasks may not send data to all potential recipients due to semantic requirements. Equation 10 introduces the link assignment variable into the original constraint such that the constraint only applies to the active links. This introduces a quadratic constraint, which can be linearized by introducing a dummy variable, α τp ∅π d ∈ {0, 1}, for each task assignment, which balances the constraint when tasks are utilized but not linked, as seen in Equation 11 . The linear form of this constraint is not used due to poor performance, but is included to demonstrate a formulation with purely linear constraints.
Besides the new constraints of the software multigraph, consistency introduces a few additional constraints on task assignment. With the introduction of inactive devices, tasks can only execute on devices participating in the system (Equation 12), and a link can only route over active connections (Equation 13).
These constraints ensure selected graph structures maintain consistency in the overall system, and viability during assignment. Combined with the previous constraints for task assignment and routing, any system adhering to these constraints supports the operation of every element.
C. Context-Aware Functional Modularity
The constraints presented thus far provide a method for composing a computational system from a list of available elements, without regard for the overall functionality of the system. In order to generate systems with desired functionality, a problem definition requires a description of the desired system functionality, and a framework for determining the contributions subsets of the system provide. Functionality is assumed to be "linearly independent", in the sense that system requirements can be met by summing functionality from system components. Given the complexity of functional decomposition already present in robotic systems, and the interaction between robots and their environment, two additional notions are introduced to define functional capabilities. First, system functionality is defined as two separate components, mission parameters, and mission context, which define functional requirements and the conditions under which the system must operate to provide those requirements. Second, functionality is provided to a system through collections of components referred to as modules. These two additions serve to address some of the real world complexities present in determining functional capabilities.
As an example, consider a mission parameter for a hypothetical robot that specifies the ability to localize the robot within the environment during operation. Many possible approaches for robot localization exist [34] - [37] , varying in input data, computational complexity, and underlying theory of operation. However, many approaches vary in the assumptions made about the environment, robot, or mission under which the approach will operate; GPS-based localization approaches assume direct visibility of the sky, Kinect-based localization requires indoor environments for the sensor to receive usable data, and 2D localization approaches assume a planar environment. Let these assumptions compose a vector of J elements defining the mission context s = s j | j = 1, . . . , J; s j ∈ [0, ∞) . The task definition is then augmented with a vector y τp = y j | j = 1, . . . , J; y j ∈ [0, ∞) defining the context required for a task to execute. In this way, x defines a Jdimensional bounding box inside which tasks must exist in order to correctly execute, representing the underlying assumptions about the environment a task encodes. This bounding box generates a contextual constraint in Equation 14 to ensure that no task executes in an invalid context.
If the mission context includes both outdoor and planar world assumptions, GPS and 2D localization techniques can operate, while indoor-only techniques cannot. When combined with previous constraints, functionality exists when tasks can execute under the correct set of environmental assumptions, with the necessary computational resources, and attached to the appropriate hardware. Derived as an instance of an assignment problem, the entire problem has been cast in terms of constraints on individual decisions related to the tasks and devices composing the system. This approach dovetails with the approach taken by many modern robotics software systems, which present tasks as the unit of functionality and reuse [5] , [38] , [39] . Tasks provide an intuitive unit of functionally reusable software in this context for a variety of reasons: tasks provide a simple model of usability (inputs, process, outputs), require minimal effort to use (launch task, provide data), and can naturally isolate development of novel algorithms. Tying reusability to an individual executable black box presents a problem when considered across an ecosystem consisting of diverse contributions. Reusability tends to favor smaller units of modularity [40] , exerting downward pressure to produce tasks with compact sets of functionality. However, the definition of functional completeness for an individual task varies between different approaches, depending on performance considerations, underlying algorithms, or philosophical views. Tasks thus define functional scope differently depending on the individual resolution of this tension, breaking the direct coupling between task selection and functional capability. Depending on the decomposition of functionality in a given problem, some units of functionality will inevitably require more than a single task to implement. In order to introduce functionality requirements, this work introduces a mid-level concept of functional modules.
A module represents a collection of tasks and devices which, if included in a computational system, provide some amount of functionality to the overall system. This provides an abstraction through which an expert can normalize functionality metrics over a set of options, as well as provide any simplifying constraints on the structure of a particular subsystem. With structure synthesis, the problem input defines a set of tasks T , and a set of devices Π; modularity partitions these sets into N disjoint subsets. Thus, a module µ is defined by the set of tasks T µ = {τ p | p = 1, . . . , P µ } and the set of devices
The full set of modules can then be written M = {µ n = {Π µ , T µ } | n = 1, . . . , N }, with the example elements organized into modules in Figure 8 . By definition, a module only functions for systems including all elements, which introduces an atomicity relationship between all elements and each individual task (Equation 15 ) and device (Equation 16 ). Functionality is defined by Q functional requirements possible in a given problem, with a valid system requiring r s = r s,q | q = 1, . . . , Q; r q ∈ [0, ∞) . .
Allowing functionality metrics to be compared directly at the module level enables reasoning about the opportunity costs in a system design, since assignment can begin to reason about the tradeoffs in selecting one module over another, similar to a trade study performed by an expert. Crucially, modules only contain elements directly related to the defined functional capabilities, but not necessarily all elements required to produce a complete system. This functional independence, combined with previous constraints, introduces automatic dependency resolution among modules -selecting one module may require the selection of other modules to produce a complete system. The variable scale of modules and functionality capability in modules, combined with the assurance that the resulting system ensures a complete system, allows for applying this approach to a wide range of system synthesis problems. Modules can represent small, single function components, building to a larger individual robot as easily as they can represent individual pre-built robots composing a complex multi-robot system. Thus, this extension serves to unify design for a wide range of robotic systems.
D. Objective Function and Full Formulation
As a constrained minimization problem, combining the constraints defined previously with an objective function completes the formulation for selecting an optimal system. These cost functions can be defined in a variety of ways, depending on the desired metrics to define an optimal system. The cost function is presented in a generalized fashion to enable a point by which expert knowledge can be applied to define optimality for a given scenario. Similar to the MRQARP, the full objective function can be composed from a set of functions considering the assignment operations present in the problem definition. For system synthesis, these functions are augmented with additional functions to consider the three additional assignments: modules, devices, and connections. The overall objective function in Equation 20 composes the overall cost function from terms representing the user defined costs for each selection.
As a higher level organizational structure, modules offer the most complex function for determining cost. The cost for selecting a module is defined as the sum of costs for each constituent device, as well as a subsystem cost for selecting the module independent of its constituent elements. Both devicespecific and module-specific costs are independent of other elements of the system, since they are not embedded in some other aspect of the system. These functions are combined to produce the total cost function in Equation 19 . For each device, f dev : Π → R, represents the cost of including a given device and a cost representing any overhead for utilizing a module,
Task costs result from resource consumption as a result of execution, requiring consideration of the device assignment, and thus are considered independent of module selection. The cost function for task execution is identical to the one defined for Equation 1, with the same considerations. Device connection costs of the form f cnx : Γ → R not only serve the previously stated system goals, but also serve to handle physicality constraints on system components. Assigning infinite costs to physical connections between devices (e.g. wired connections) ensures that connections between devices cannot imose unwanted physical connections. Common cases for this need include remote operator stations, in which a robot needs to transmit data without constraining motion, or multi-robot systems, in which individual robots must remain physically independent. Message routing introduces costs for utilizing bandwidth available on device connections, which aims to reduce latency. The particulars of modeling latency in networks are beyond the scope of this problem formulation, but instead, the intuition that an oversubscribed connection will result in delivery time increasing unbounded with time serves to motivate that reducing bandwidth utilization will minimize latency. The relationship between bandwidth utilization and latency can vary depending on the devices connected, the physical transport connecting them, and the link routed over a particular connection. This function is identical to f route defined previously. Note that while these two costs are logically separate, the cost function in Equation 20 combines them in a slightly more concise form, in which the message routing cost computation is included as a term in the device connection equation. These functions are combined to produce the total system cost function in Equation 20a.
The selection of the sub-functions not only sets the metrics by which possible systems are compared, but also defines the complexity of the given problem. If all functions f are linear functions, the final problem is formulated as an integer linear program; if any function is quadratic, the problem is instead a quadratic program. As an example, task costs can be quantified by linear metrics (e.g. resource utilization) or quadratic metrics (e.g. load balancing, power utilization, thermal load). In order to demonstrate the overall capability of system synthesis to construct optimal systems, the remainder of this work will assume linear functions, and thus an integer linear program. While many other frameworks exist for solving this type of constrained optimization (e.g. guided local search, genetic algorithms, simulated annealing), an integer linear program can be solved for the global optimum, demonstrating the optimal solution and worst case in performance. This problem represents a generalization of the (MRQARP) [19] , which has been proven to be N P-hard in the strong sense [41] . The additional variables representing the structure of the graphs and functional requirements can be set to trivial values such that a problem instance maps to an instance of MRQARP, leading this problem to share the same complexity class.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
To demonstrate the application and performance of the system defined previously, two case studies are presented and benchmarked. The case studies represent two traditionally different stages of building robotic systems: the incremental design and development of a robot, and the construction of a complex fielded robot. These problems demonstrate the expressiveness and capability of system synthesis, and provide some insight into performance with realistic systems.
The first case explores the power of context and functional requirements in synthesizing a complex system and simplified variants in the face of differing contexts. This case considers the development of a single ground-based robot for search and rescue of targets of interest. As a hypothetical research system, components are developed in isolation, and integrated at some later point. Integration exercises several potential complexities for system synthesis: components need to share resources, subsystem testing may occur under differing contexts, and modules which indirectly support functional requirements (e.g. providing interface adaptation between two tasks, providing additional computing) may be required to enable integration. This experiment considers a fixed set of modules, demonstrating the versatility in resulting designs as a result of evolving functional integration.
The second case study considers the design of a humanoid robot for the DARPA Robotics Challenge. The development of the custom humanoid ESCHER [6] complex enough to require a large team of engineers to handle the same challenges presented in this framework, and familiar enough to the authors to formulate as a system synthesis problem. The system requires a diverse set of hardware to support the operation of a custom 33 degree-of-freedom, force controlled robot, as well as a large number of software tasks to provide a sliding autonomy framework, as well as handling degraded communications. As a robot fielded without the use of the proposed framework, significant manpower went into manually defining and validating the overall system design, providing a natural comparison for the optimization. This provides both a comparison against the state-of-the-art in designing these systems, as well as a demonstration of applicability to real world problems.
In the formulation, the concrete definition of the cost function is deferred to be problem or user specific. For the following experiments, the same set of cost functions are used to compose the objective function, and are defined here for clarity. Task execution costs are defined as the fractional consumption of resources (Equation 21), which normalizes the differing scales of computational resources and favors parsimonious systems. Route costs define the cost of traversing a loop as zero cost, but otherwise uses the same fractional consumption cost as task execution (Equation 22). Connection costs serve only to disallow physical connections between systems which cannot support physical connections in the problem context (e.g. a mobile robot and a remote operator), otherwise providing a constant cost for any connection. Module and device costs are also defined in a problem specific manner, estimating the monetary cost for purchasing the device new (or the module, in the case of modules representing complex devices.) These costs aim to define optimal systems as ones which minimize the overall cost of constructing the final system, by minimizing the amount of computational and bandwidth resources required, and then considering monetary costs.
Besides the cost function, given the complexity of the pseudographs and mappings involved, instances are generated by Algorithm 1, with the specific element parameters (e.g. computational resources) empirically derived. Since this composes the problem based on descriptions of elements, tasks, and devices can be defined independent of the overall system. This allows for more compact definitions as well as reuse of element definitions when appropriate (e.g. common computers). Problem formulations generated in this fashion are implemented using the Gurobi [42] optimization library.
Algorithm 1 Generate System Synthesis Program
Π, T, Γ, Λ, cnx_limits, constr ← {} 3:
for µ ∈ M do 5:
constr ← constr ∪ AtomicModule(µ) ∪ ModuleFunctionality(µ, r s ) 9: end for 10:
end for 14 :
if min(χ π1,x , χ π2,x ) > 0 then 16: 
cnx_limits(π 1 , x) ← cnx_limits(π 1 , x) + 1 19: cnx_limits(π 2 , x) ← cnx_limits(π 2 , x) + 1 20: constr ← constr∪ ActiveCnx(π 1 , π 2 ) 21:
end if 23: end for 24: for π d ∈ Π; x = 1, . . . , X do 25:
end for 27: for τ 1 , τ 2 ∈ PERMUTE(T, 2) do 28: for (out, in) ∈ GetOutputs(τ 1 ) × GetInputs(τ 2 ) do 29: if type(out) == type(in) then 30:
constr ← constr∪ ActiveInputs(in) ∪ LinkResources(in, out) 
end for 39: return cost, constr 40: end procedure
A. Dynamic Robot Development
Consider the development of a mobile robotic system for tracking and retrieving a potential target of interest. The robot requires a few crucial elements for operation: a method for finding and localizing a target of interest, a manipulator for grasping a target, and some method for selecting grasp poses. Component development and testing initially occurs in isolation, in environments which do not fully replicate operational conditions. The devices and tasks defined for this system are derived from real-world robots developed for this task, using a ROS-based system for providing many of the components defined. For this problem, the context is defined with three binary dimensions: the time of operation (e.g. day or night), whether operation is occurring indoors or outdoors, and whether the targets of interest are visually identifiable or contain an active beacon. These contextual parameters limit the applicability of some of the defined options: target tracking options include an RGB camera tracking system (capable of working in daytime scenarios,) a monochrome night-vision system (capable of working at night for visible targets,) and a system for triangulating a signal from a nonvisual target (works regardless of lighting, but at a reduced tracking range.) Localization modules can operate either outdoors using GPS for absolute positioning, or using one of a variety of simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) packages making different tradeoffs for computational effort and positional accuracy. Functional requirements cover both required hardware capability (e.g. a mobile base for traversing terrain, an arm for manipulating a target,) required software functionality (e.g. target tracking,) and differing levels of autonomy (e.g. teleoperated or planning for the mobile base or arm, or if planning should happen completely autonomously), and include both binary requirements (e.g. presence of absence of an arm) and continuous parameters (e.g. the detection range for targets). The options and variability expressed in this problem provide some of the uncertainty and variability present in real world development projects. Given this problem, the versatility of system synthesis in adapting to requirements can be demonstrated. We define a fixed set of functional modules (D = 19, P = 25, N = 29) covering the available options for the entire range of capability. These modules are then combined with each valid combination of contextual parameters and functional requirements to generate a full range of variant problem instances. results reported in Table II . The results generally indicate that parameters which impact tradeoffs significantly alter the computation time, as opposed to parameters which include or exclude static subsystems. Including a manipulator as a functional requirement introduces complexity in the final system in terms of the final computational system, but context does not alter considerations of variability in the arm components. Requiring target tracking introduces consideration of three possible options, which operate under different contexts, introduces significant changes to computation time. Functional requirements which implicitly include contextual interactions, such as the mobile base (which implicitly requires localization to operate, linked to context) also respond accordingly. Of the interactions considered, the impact of both the arm and target tracker as individual factors are masked by the interaction between these components. Contextual parameters, which interact with all tradeoff considerations in the system, unsurprisingly impact computation time as well. While significant, these parameters introduce relatively small changes in the overall time, with the largest significant impact averaging 0.354s additional computational time.
Considering the generated systems, several high level observations can be made. Hardware devices communicating with software tasks tend to generate small subgraphs of tasks reliant on the raw data produced by these devices, since many of these tasks encode some assumptions about the underlying hardware. These subgraphs appear in many of the solutions with identical structure, assigned to a single computer minimizing bandwidth utilization. For instance, in every mission requiring the target tracker, the task identifying and localizing the target was assigned to the same device as the hardware interface providing the applicable sensor data, with the same structure of inputs and outputs between them. The task representing pose estimation with GPS and odometry data, however, would only match assignments with the GPS antenna interface in some scenarios. These tasks may encode more assumptions about the underlying hardware into software interfaces, resulting in more rigid structures. Tasks operating at higher levels produce more flexibility in assignment groupings. This qualitative behavior is driven by the zero cost for routing over loopbacks in Equation 22 and lack of load balancing in Equation 21 . The resulting cost function generates lower costs for densely packed tasks, which coupled with the hardware assumptions present in tasks, generates these repeated subgraph structures.
In these experiments, three separate IMUs are included with different costs and connection requirements, but lacking any differentiation in performance characteristics. As a result, one option offers the lowest cost, and is utilized in every system requiring inertial measurements. This introduces a small single board computer in order to support a physical transport type unsupported by every other device (I 2 C). The combination of a small single board computer and a low cost IMU was introduced to model the kind of system which might be crafted from parts readily available from a hobbyist outlet. Generally, the synthesized system treats the combination of IMU and single board computer identically to how the parts were ini-tially introduced (e.g. as a single purpose inertial measurement module). In a small number of cases, other tasks get assigned to the single board computer, taking advantage of the available under-utilized resources. Two tasks commonly transitioned to this computer occur in Figure 9 , in which the extended Kalman filter task, which utilizes the IMU measurements directly, and the RGB camera interface (and accompanying RGB camera). These cases demonstrate the power of synthesizing these systems automatically, since resources are utilized in a rigorously optimal fashion, as opposed to following local decisions.
B. Humanoid Disaster Response Robot Synthesis
The development of robots to address novel scenarios pushes researchers to develop more complex systems to handle real world complexities. Competitions such as the DARPA Robotics Challenge serve to focus efforts on particular scenarios and encourage pushing the state of the art in fielded systems. These systems provide an ideal case study for system synthesis -reducing time spent diagnosing errors due to missing functionality or oversubscribing resources would lead to increased productivity and safety. Hard constraints imposed by competition design and non-functional requirements derived from related efforts introduce additional need for expert knowledge to guide module capabilities. For instance, degraded communications between operator and robot imposes a hard constraint on the hardware structure, as well as guiding software development of software to respect tighter bandwidth limits. Previously developed robots can provide insight into the new design space, as well as accumulated expert knowledge. For a case study, a system synthesis problem is formulated based on the design of Team VALOR's ESCHER and solved. As a custom humanoid, ESCHER's design included a wide variety of custom hardware and software that had to be developed and integrated into a single, functional whole. The hardware design included 33 degrees-of-freedom with both custom (e.g. linear series elastic actuators) and off-theshelf (e.g. MultiSense stereo vision) devices. Furthermore, the software design employs a mix of novel and open-source software covering 3 different infrastructures (ROS, LCM, and Bifrost), development shared between four different teams [6] , [34] , [43] and totaling over 1.7 million source lines of code. ESCHER's design was performed manually for the competition, providing a real world baseline to compare against.
Each design approach operates with differing levels of freedom in this comparison. Resource requirements, the organization of functionality into discrete devices or tasks, and the approach taken to meeting system requirements can evolve throughout the original development process, which cannot be captured with a ex post facto application of synthesis. Applying system synthesis on a completed design can provide insight into only the aspects of the design over which it operatesdevice and task interconnections, execution assignments, etc. Many of the decisions available during development cannot be considered within this framework in a single problem instance. This comparison focuses on providing some sense of how system synthesis compares to human effort in the later stages of integration and field experiments, in which both system synthesis and human experts perform equivalent tasks in design. In order to accomplish this, the final design of ESCHER is decomposed into a set of modules (D = 18, P = 36, N = 12) used to generate and solve a full system synthesis problem instance.
The results of system synthesis in Figure 10 produces a system significantly different from the manually defined version. The automated design does not include two of the six computers in the original design, resulting in a more compact hardware design. In the manual design, the four onboard computers were named in reference to the deliberative paradigm of robotics: sense, think, act, and dream. A fifth computer, known as archangel, offboard the physical robot but not suffering from degraded communications, managed the network connection. Manual task assignments followed this naming convention: motion-related tasks to act, perception related tasks to sense, higher level cognitive functions to think, network management to archangel, and the remaining tasks to dream. In the synthesized system, task groupings re-occur at a coarse level on the selected computers. The differences can be summarized as placing tasks closer to necessary inputs: tasks related to mid-level perception were assigned alongside the planning tasks which utilized their outputs, while network management tasks were moved alongside tasks generating data to transmit across the bridge. Localization and networking tasks handling command and control messages were assigned alongside motion tasks with which they interacted. The highperformance IMU was assigned from an unused computer to a computer with an open RS-232 port. These results indicate that the system produces a reasonable result given its similarity to the manually designed attempt, but a lower overall cost. Synthesis uses two fewer computers, corresponding to a significantly more efficient final system. Additionally, the rearrangement of tasks results in less bandwidth usage on higher latency connections. The synthesis problem is solved in an average of 9.120s over five trials, fitting well within design-time operation.
V. DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION System synthesis captures several aspects of robot design, integrating them into a unified framework for ensuring a functional result. Introducing higher level concepts of functionality and context-awareness provide mechanisms for encoding expert knowledge about requirements at the systems engineering level, and restrictions on valid systems on the technical level, while still enforcing constraints on computing resources. These two features provide the mechanism for down-selecting core components to guide system construction. The other novel constraints introduced define a set of conditions necessary for components to operate, and that the resulting system provides a consistent solution. Integrating these constraints with the assignment and routing problem ensures that the fine grained details of constructing a viable system are handled as well. These features extend the underlying problem to provide a global solution from high level functional requirements to low level assignment concerns.
The case studies demonstrate the capabilities of this system in generating modern fielded robots. Demonstrated per- formance meets the design-time analysis role suggested in these experiments, automating a previously manual effort. Traditional approaches to designing computational systems for robots involves laborious trial-and-error efforts, or overengineering the hardware aspect to ensure many viable solutions exist, without a rigorous framework for defining optimality. Automated system synthesis compares very favorably to these approaches, ensuring an optimal solution while providing a framework for quantifying several aspects of the design.
A. Practical Considerations
As a design-time tool, it is worth remarking on several important observations from these experiments. In constructing the presented experiments, significant effort was expended in formulating correct, re-usable, and consistent specifications. These issues generally derive from increased specificity in system details, differing aims in development tools, and defining functionality and context in a re-usable fashion.
The need for precise quantitative values to define system synthesis problems drives one of the biggest changes in these experiments. Generally, systems focus on functionality first, and addressing finer grained details such as bandwidth utilization or computational constraints are addressed later. System synthesis operates holistically, requiring quantified values at every scale in order to produce a complete problem. In practice, many low level details (e.g. CPU or memory utilization) are left under-or un-quantified, with hardware components selected to provide significant overhead in these resources. Accurately estimating parameters for non-functional requirements, or connectivity between tasks requires careful parsing through layers of abstraction and indirection. Initially using pessimistic estimates costs relatively little effort compared to attempting to quantify these details earlier on. This approach should be mirrored in system synthesis, with resource parameters estimated as worst-case estimates, producing a similar preference towards over-provisioning. With automatic system synthesis, tools which can help refine these estimates as a design evolves are useful for understanding the overall design space. Small-scale parameter changes can ripple throughout a design, and additional support for mapping higher level decisions down to quantifiable results would be beneficial. The inclusion of traditionally less heavily scrutinized parameters enables more rigorous system synthesis, but care must be taken in applying well established design practices to these aspects of system analysis.
Finally, the definition of semantic parameters across components require careful consideration and development. Current systems rarely provide explicit definitions of the semantic content of algorithm inputs and outputs in a reusable fashion. The development and presentation of novel components focuses on the demonstration of success for a particular application or challenge. Defining the operational envelope for a component requires analyzing and understanding failure as well, which not only increases effort, but introduces analysis to extract root causes related to technically relevant parameters. Furthermore, some of these parameters may be relevant only to a subset of developers. For instance, a task input may have a semantic requirement of representing a goal state for planning, which represents the universal version of that requirement. A system which may optionally include multiple sources of that particular goal state (e.g. an autonomous system and an operator) which requires expanding the semantic requirement to represent both the source and the content of the data as aspects of the semantic requirement. These problems reach towards the need to better understand and communicate how re-usable elements can be shared, a more general problem beyond the scope of this work.
B. Future Work
Posing system synthesis as an integer program results in solving for the global optimum, requiring more computational effort to find the solution. Switching to approaches capable of quickly finding approximately optimal solutions raises the possibility of extending the range of problems which can solve in an online scenario. Extending this approach to address hardware fault recovery, dynamic operational contexts or mission requirements offers the ability to be more resilient in the face of failures. Dynamically altering the hardware and software as requirements and context change can offer greater adaptability, allowing components developed to address specialized scenarios to be used when necessary. Generally, online execution of system synthesis can enable reasoning about interactions between a system's structure and the environment, potentially enabling a wide variety of new capabilities.
Another avenue of work introduces reasoning about the physical relationships between elements under consideration.
Hardware connections currently serve to transfer data between devices; connections can also transfer power, add payload mass, or enforce mechanical relationships between elements. Generalizing hardware connections can allow reasoning about additional hardware constraints such as power and mass budgets. Additionally, consideration of mechanical relationships between elements can improve expressiveness in synthesizing multi-robot systems, as well as enabling more expressive constraints on mechanical systems (e.g. ensuring an IMU is rigidly mounted on each robot, or selecting mobility elements based on environment).
Introducing a more robust model for functionality could improve the complexity of design problems posed in this framework. Currently, functionality is modeled as linearly independent parameters, which does not reflect some functional trade-offs in design. Interactions between functional elements can include synergistic effects (e.g. better localization improving accuracy for perception), adversarial relationships (e.g. assigning more roles to a single robot reducing the time devoted to each role), or non-linear scaling (e.g. running two localization estimators may not linearly improve the accuracy of localization). Reworking the model for how functional elements contribute to the overall system opens the door to a wider variety of design considerations.
